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Abstract
Water is one of the most important measured benefits of the Working for Water Programme (WWP). This programme entails the
removal of high water-consuming alien vegetation and the restoration of low water-consuming indigenous vegetation. For this
reason it is crucial that the pricing of this water be an accurate reflection of its relative scarcity. This paper sheds more light on this
aspect. A procedure for pricing water is described and applied in six WWP projects in the Eastern Cape province: Tsitsikamma,
Kouga, Port Elizabeth Driftsands, Albany, Balfour and Pott River. It is shown that the procedure yields very different prices at the
different sites, and higher prices for projects that increase river flows feeding metropolitan demand.

Introduction
There is little doubt that one of the most important measured
benefits of the WWP in South Africa is water. This programme
Pot
entails the removal of high water-consuming alien vegetation and
¤
the restoration of low water-consuming indigenous vegetation. Not
only is this benefit highlighted in the name of the project but it is
pre-eminent in brochures advertising it (DWAF, 1999). It is
also evident that a substantial amount of research has been
conducted on the quantity of water gained through the
¤
WWP (Versveld et al., 1998; Le Maitre et al., 1996).
Surprisingly though, very little research has been
conducted on pricing this water benefit. A number of
¤
Kouga
studies have generated prices, e.g. Marais (1998);
¤
Van Wilgen et al. (1997) and Hosking and Du Preez
¤
¤Port Elizabeth
(1999), but there is a dearth of information on the procedures
by which they were generated.
This paper examines this issue. The purpose of the paper is to
Figure 1
recommend a procedure for pricing water generated by WWP
Location of the six Working for Water Programme projects
projects. The procedure is then applied to six Eastern Cape projects
- those of the Tsitsikamma, Kouga, Port Elizabeth Driftsands,
estimated by incorporating the costs of clearing alien plants and
Albany, Balfour and Pott River (see Fig. 1). The nature of South
maintaining the catchment in a cleared condition, and the benefits
Africa’s water markets is taken as a given.
of increased water flow from an uninvaded catchment. Marais
(1998) also based his estimate of the price of water generated by the
A procedure for pricing water generated
WWP on the Skuifraam Dam Scheme.
Perhaps the most curious aspect of the above studies is equating
Probably the most universal water pricing approach adopted in
treatment of large-scale water storage projects, like dams, with
economic assessments of theWWP in South Africa is that of Van
small-scale water-generating ones, like alien vegetation-clearing
Wilgen et al. (1997). This study based its price on the Skuifraam
ones. Because of this equating process, dam project prices per cubic
Dam development, the next one scheduled to be constructed for the
metre of water are posited as opportunity cost prices for water
Cape Town metropole. [The concept price of water is used in this
generated through alien vegetation-clearing projects. This practice
paper to refer to the value of water as measured by marginal cost
is peculiar because these are complementary rather than alternative
or marginal willingness-to -pay. Some people would argue that the
type projects and because there are substantial project scale
term tariff or value would be more appropriate (anon. referee)].
differences. The appropriate price is one for generating the equivalent
The development cost of this water supply scheme was estimated
amount of additional water supply.
at R400 m. and the operating costs at R2 m./a. Van Wilgen et al.
In defence of the Van Wilgen et al. (1997) calculation, in many
(1997) calculated two prices on the basis of this scheme: R0.59/m3
cases there clearly is a fine line between a water-generating project
on the basis that no control of alien plants took place and R0.57/m3
and a storage one. When a river is dammed and that water imported
on the basis that it did take place. The second value of R0.57/m3 was
into a metropolitan area, this could legitimately be interpreted as a
water-generating project. However, when additional dams are
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added to a river that already feeds a metropolitan area, these are
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storage projects. The constraint in the latter case is not with the
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